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Abstract
Detecting early damage in civil structures is highly desirable. In the area of vibration-based damage detection, modal flex-
ibility (MF)-based methods have proven to be promising tools for promptly identifying changes in the global structural 
behavior. Many of these methods have been developed for specific types of structures, giving rise to different approaches 
and damage-sensitive features (DSFs). Although structural type classification is an important part of the damage detection 
process, this part of the process has received little attention in most literature and often relies on the use of a-priori engineer-
ing knowledge. Moreover, in general, experimental validations are only performed on small-scale laboratory structures with 
controlled artificial damage (e.g., imposed stiffness reductions). This paper proposes data-driven criteria for structure-type 
classification usable in the framework of MF-based damage identification methods to select the most appropriate algorithms 
and DSFs for detecting and localizing structural anomalies. This paper also tests the applicability of the proposed classifica-
tion criteria and the damage identification methods on full-scale reinforced concrete (RC) structures that have experienced 
earthquake-induced damage. The considered structures are a seven-story RC wall building and a five-story RC frame build-
ing, which were both tested on the large-scale University of California, San Diego-Network for Earthquake Engineering 
Simulation (UCSD-NEES) shaking table.

Keywords Structural health monitoring · Earthquake-induced damage detection · Modal flexibility · Wall building · Frame 
building · Output-only modal identification

1 Introduction

Structural health monitoring (SHM) is a fundamental deci-
sion support tool to structure and infrastructure managers 
[1], as it can provide early alerts about potential damage 
and modifications in the structural behavior, which can 
guide maintenance and retrofitting interventions. Common 
vibration-based SHM techniques exploit ambient vibration 
in an output-only monitoring strategy, thus not involving 
the knowledge of structural excitation [2, 3]. Among these 
methods, modal-based approaches are the most used [1]. 
The recent development of automated modal identification 
techniques [4] has contributed to closing the gap between the 
identification of structural parameters and their use in SHM.

In this context, modal flexibility (MF)-based tools have 
proven to be particularly promising [5–21]. In these meth-
ods, identified natural frequencies and mode shapes are used 
to evaluate an estimate of the structural flexibility matrix, 
which is an experimentally derived model of the structure. 
Several damage identification methods rely on displace-
ment estimates obtained by applying virtual loads on the 
monitored structures (also known as inspection loads), i.e., 
multiplying the flexibility matrix with a load vector. This 
way, information contained in the modal flexibility matrix 
is condensed in a deflection vector, which is considered a 
synthetic damage-sensitive feature (DSF). Several variants 
of this general approach were developed in the late ‘90 s [10] 
and progressively refined over the last few decades [11–21]. 
Similar approaches for damage localization were also devel-
oped to be applied from static deflections [22].

Although all MF-based damage identification methods 
have some inherent common characteristics, specific features 
depend upon the type of structures for which the method was 
developed. Indeed, these methods can be grouped into two 
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main classes: methods developed for shear-type structures 
[11–14] and methods developed for flexure-type structures 
[15–19]. When considering the damage detection process, 
being in one category or in the other is relevant for the selec-
tion of appropriate inspection loads and for the estimation 
of appropriate DSFs. Structural type classification is thus 
an important part of the identification process, required to 
correctly apply the considered methods. It is worth empha-
sizing, however, that this part has received little attention in 
relevant literature and, in most cases, an initial assumption 
is made about the structural typology, based on the experi-
ence of operators. In this framework, it is thus evident that 
it could be useful to integrate the process by defining data-
driven criteria for structural type classification.

MF-based methods for damage detection mentioned in 
the previous paragraph are briefly reviewed herein. In [11], 
an approach was proposed for detecting and localizing struc-
tural anomalies in buildings that can be modeled as planar 
shear-type structures. An extension of the mentioned study 
was presented in [12], where asymmetric damage was con-
sidered for plan-symmetric shear-type buildings. In [13], dif-
ferent strategies were presented for damage identification 
with minimal or no a-priori information about structural 
masses, even if masses are varied before and after damage. 
In [15], a steel grid laboratory model was analyzed for dam-
age localization using an MF-based approach. In [16], the 
concept of Positive Bending Inspection Load (PBIL) was 
introduced and tested for damage localization in simply 
supported and continuous beams. In [17], the normalized 
curvature of the uniform load surface evaluated from modal 
flexibility was employed for damage localization of numer-
ical models representing cantilever and simply supported 
beams, considering measured degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) 
at equal spacing. In [18], the structural responses collected 
at all stories of a laboratory ten-story frame with constant 
interstory heights were used to localize damage. In [20], 
MF-based methods were used for condition assessment in 
real-life bridges. Moreover, in [21], the approach presented 
in [11] was validated on a full-scale shear building, where 
damage was imposed by replacing a spring member with 
other members having reduced stiffness. Although the last 
mentioned studies consider full-scale structures, most appli-
cations in this field were performed on small-scale labora-
tory structures.

Based on these premises, the importance of full-scale 
case studies and applications is evident to assess the effec-
tiveness of MF-based methods for SHM.

This paper has two main objectives: first, propose origi-
nal data-driven criteria for structure-type classification that, 
within the framework of the MF-based methods for damage 
detection, can be useful for selecting the algorithms and the 
damage-sensitive features that are most appropriate for the 
considered structure; and second, test the applicability of 

the classification criteria and MF-based methods for damage 
localization on full-scale reinforced concrete (RC) structures 
that have experienced earthquake-induced damage. The 
structures considered in this study are a seven-story RC wall 
building and a five-story RC frame building.

2  Damage detection through modal 
flexibility‑based deflections in building 
structures: an overview

The modal parameters identified during a vibration test can 
be employed to calculate a modal flexibility matrix, which 
is an estimate of the static flexibility matrix of the identified 
system. In input–output tests, the flexibility matrix can be 
directly extracted from the data if both the input force and 
the output response are measured for at least one degree of 
freedom. This requirement guarantees mass normalization 
of mode shapes. On the other hand, for output-only tests, the 
modal flexibility matrix is not readily available from the data 
[8]. However, mass-normalizing constants can be obtained 
from shape scaling techniques, which generally need the 
execution of additional tests with some imposed structural 
modifications [3], a-priori estimates of the system mass 
matrix [11, 12], or FEM models [3]. Also, proportional mass 
matrices (PMMs) and flexibility matrices (PFMs), which 
represent unscaled matrices proportional to the mass and 
flexibility matrices of the structure, respectively, can be esti-
mated [6, 8, 9, 13, 23]. In this case, a typical assumption to 
conduct damage identification is that masses are unchanged 
before and after the damage [6, 13].

The modal flexibility matrix of a generic MDOF sys-
tem with classical damping can be calculated from modal 
parameters as [7–9]

where n is the number of DOFs measured on the structure, 
r is the number of the modes included in the calculation, � i 
is the ith real and arbitrarily scaled mode shape vector (with 
dimensions n × 1), �i is the ith natural circular frequency, 
and si is the mass normalization factor of the ith mode.

Modal flexibility deflections, represented by the vector 
vn×1 , can thus be determined by applying some inspection 
loads (collected in the vector pn×1) to the flexibility-based 
model, as follows:

The content of the modal flexibility matrix is thus con-
densed in the deflection vector.

(1)Fr n×n =

r∑

i=1

1
(
si�i

)2� i�
T
i
,

(2)v = Fr p.
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Depending on the type of structures, different inspection 
loads should be selected. In the same way, the choice of the 
specific damage-sensitive features to be extracted from the 
estimated deflections also depends upon the type of struc-
ture. Referring to building structures, considered in this 
study, two modeling schemes have been mainly considered 
in the literature to derive the deflection-based approaches for 
damage identification. On one side, for buildings composed 
of RC walls, one of the simplest modeling approaches is 
to consider such structures as bending moment-deflecting 
cantilever structures (Fig. 1a). On the other side, for RC 
frame buildings, one of the simplest modeling approaches is 
to consider such structures as shear-type structures (Fig. 1b), 
and the more such a model is valid and effective, the more 
the rigidity of horizontal beams is comparable to (or even 
higher than) the rigidity of columns.

When considering bending moment-deflecting cantile-
ver structures, a Positive Bending Inspection Load (PBIL) 
should be selected as the inspection load. This concept 
was introduced in [16], where the more general case of 
bending moment-deflecting beam-like structures is stud-
ied (considering, for example, simply supported beams or 
multi-span continuous beams). The work [16] studies pla-
nar structures in one direction and shows the relationship 
between damage in beam-like structures (e.g., localized 
stiffness reduction) and the damage-induced deflection, 
i.e., the difference between the deflections in the dam-
aged and undamaged states. The PBIL is defined as a load 
that generates positive bending moments and no inflection 
points in a given inspection region of the structure [16]. 
For a cantilever structure, a convenient inspection load 
for evaluating the modal flexibility-based deflections is 
a uniform load with unitary values at all the DOFs—i.e., 

p = {1 1… 1}T (Fig. 1a). This load is indeed a PBIL load 
for a cantilever structure, as shown in [16].

Different features computed from these deflections 
can be used for damage detection [15–18]. The most 
well-known approach is to evaluate the curvature of the 
deflection, as shown in [15, 17]. For damage detection in 
structures that exhibit bending behavior, the curvature was 
initially evaluated on the mode shapes [24]. Then, the cri-
terion has been also adopted in the case of the deflections 
computed from the modal flexibility matrix (also known 
in the literature as uniform load surface).

The rotations and the curvatures of estimated deflec-
tions can be calculated using the finite difference method, 
as a numerical derivation technique. The rotation of a 
portion of the structure located between two measured 
DOFs—i.e., the (j + 1)th and the jth DOFs—can be calcu-
lated as follows:

where Hj is the height of the jth DOF evaluated with respect 
to the base of the cantilever structure. If the measured DOFs 
are located at a constant spacing h , which is the case of 
the most common layout of instrumented locations to be 
adopted in practice, Eq. (3) simplifies as follows:

Besides, the curvature at the jth measured DOF of the 
modal flexibility-based deflections can be estimated as

(3)�(j+1,j) =
vj+1 − vj

Hj+1 − Hj

,

(4)�(j+1,j) =
vj+1 − vj

h
.

Fig. 1  Structural models with instrumented locations and applied inspection loads: a bending moment-deflecting cantilever structure; b shear-
type frame structure
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Equation (5) is also valid for measured DOFs that are 
unevenly distributed along with the height of the structure. 
Such an equation was obtained by adapting the formulation 
presented in [25]. If the measured DOFs are located at a 
constant spacing equal to h , Eq. (5) simplifies as follows:

Of course, uncertainties are always present in the quanti-
ties extracted from real noisy vibration data. Thus, statistical 
approaches based on outlier analysis [1] can be included in 
the damage localization process to estimate the degree of 
variability that affects the quantities related to the baseline 
structure.

According to [17], curvature estimates should be moni-
tored to understand if they deviate from the baseline con-
dition. In this case, structural damage is likely to have 
occurred. This strategy is implemented by calculating the 
following index, termed here as z-index based on curvature:

Equation (7) can be evaluated for each jth measured DOF 
with j = 1 … n−1, where j = 1 is the first measured DOF at 
the bottom of the structure. In Eq. (7), �I,j is the curvature 
related to the structure in the inspection stage, while �B,j and 
s
(
�B,j

)
 are the sample mean and the sample standard devia-

tion of the curvature �B,j,i evaluated from a training data set 
(for i = 1…g where g is the total number of damage-sensitive 
features extracted from the training data set).

Damage can be detected and localized by comparing 
the calculated z-index with a threshold value zTH . Specifi-
cally, for the jth measured DOF, the structure in the inspec-
tion stage can be considered as unaltered with respect to 
the baseline structure if z� ,j ≤ zTH . On the other hand, if 
z𝜒 ,j > zTH , the structure in the inspection stage deviates 
from the baseline. As shown in [17], it is assumed that the 
features extracted from the training data set have a normal 
distribution. Moreover, as also discussed in [17], the value 
of the threshold is a user choice, to be set for controlling 
the trade-off between false positives and false negatives. In 
the present paper, the value of the threshold is assumed as 
equal to zTH = 3 , as it is also done in [12, 13] where similar 
statistical tests have been performed.

For shear-type structures, a Positive Shear Inspection 
Load (PSIL) should be selected as the inspection load, 
which is a load that induces positive shear forces in each 

(5)�j =

vj+1−vj

Hj+1−Hj

−
vj−vj−1

Hj−Hj−1

Hj+1−Hj−1

2

.

(6)�j =
vj+1 − 2vj + vj−1

h2
.

(7)z� ,j =
�I,j − �B,j

s
(
�B,j

) .

story of the structure. This concept was introduced in [11], 
where planar frame structures, regular in height (both in 
terms of stiffness and mass), and with constant interstory 
height, are analyzed in one direction. Among the different 
PSIL loads, [11] suggests to select a uniform load with uni-
tary values at all the DOFs—i.e., p = {1 1… 1}T (Fig. 1b), 
which, as described in the previous paragraphs, is the same 
load considered for bending moment-deflecting cantilever 
structures. To apply the damage detection method pre-
sented in [11], horizontal vibration measurements should 
be acquired at all the stories of the structure. This does 
not necessarily imply having a one-to-one correspondence 
between the stories and the available sensors. For example, 
in ambient vibration tests, the case of a limited number 
of available sensors can be addressed using multi-setup 
output-only identification test and existing approaches for 
mode shape merging [3]. An example where this strategy 
is applied in the context of a flexibility deflection-based 
damage detection process is shown in [12].

Reference [11] also shows that damage in shear-type 
buildings (e.g., local stiffness reduction) at a certain story 
generates damage-induced deflections with non-zero 
interstory drift variation only at that specific story. For 
shear-type building structures, the interstory drifts are thus 
assumed as damage-sensitive features, and such quantities 
can be calculated from the estimated modal flexibility-
based deflections as follows:

Similar to the previous case of bending moment-deflect-
ing cantilever structures, a statistical approach can be used 
for localizing damage in shear-type structures [11]. For these 
structures, the damage index can be evaluated as follows:

which is termed herein as z-index based on interstory drifts 
and which refers to the jth story of the building. Equation (9) 
uses quantities related to both the inspection stage (subscript 
I) and the baseline state (subscript B). As already shown for 
Eq. (7), the operators ⋅ and s(⋅) calculate the sample mean 
and the sample standard deviation, respectively, and are 
applied on quantities related to the baseline state.

The statistical test should then be performed. For a 
shear-type building structure, damage is located at the jth 
story if zd,j > zTH , where zTH is the threshold value. On 
the other hand, no damage is identified at the jth story 
if zd,j ≤ zTH . According to [11], the same considerations 
about the threshold value zTH already made in the previous 
paragraphs for the case of the bending moment-deflecting 

(8)dj =

{
vj − vj−1 for j = 2… n

vj for j = 1.

(9)zd,j =
dj,I − dj,B

s
(
dj,B

) ,
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cantilever structure are also valid for the case of the 
shear-type building structure. For this last case, this study 
assumes zTH = 3.

3  Proposed criteria for cantilever 
structure‑type classification

Different criteria are proposed in the following to classify 
the monitored building structures and to select the appro-
priate damage detection method—i.e., the methodology 
developed for bending moment-deflecting cantilever struc-
tures based on the estimation of the curvature of the modal 
flexibility-based deflections or the methodology developed 
for shear-type building structures based on the evaluation of 
the interstory drifts. The proposed criteria should be applied 
using experimentally identified modal parameters, and 
reference solutions computed from continuous cantilever 
beam models are used to perform the classification of the 
structural typology. The proposed criteria are intended as 
data-driven strategies for structure-type classification that 
can be complementary to an assessment based on a-priori 
engineering knowledge. The continuous models used for 
deriving the proposed criteria are the model of a continuous 
bending moment-deflecting cantilever beam and the model 
of a continuous shear-deflecting cantilever beam, where the 
latter is considered as an equivalent more simplified model 
of the shear-type frame structure. In the first part of this sec-
tion, the main dynamic features of the considered continu-
ous cantilever beam models are briefly summarized (i.e., 
equation of motion under free vibration and modal param-
eters). Then, it is shown how such quantities were used to 
derive the proposed criteria for structure-type classification.

The first damage detection method presented in 
Sect. 2 was developed for bending moment-deflecting 
cantilever beam structures. Referring to building struc-
tures, a typical example is the case of a building with 
reinforced concrete walls connected by flexible horizon-
tal elements, as outlined in the model shown in Fig. 2a. 
The walls can be modeled as cantilever beams, and it 
is assumed that the f lexible horizontal elements can 
be modeled as truss elements. The whole system can 
be replaced by an equivalent system that is a continu-
ous bending moment-deflecting cantilever beam. In the 
more general case of having a number of interconnected 
cantilever beams that is equal to b , the overall stiffness 
of the equivalent structure is

where E is the modulus of elasticity (assumed as constant 
for each element), and Ji is the moment of inertia of the 
transverse cross-section of each individual cantilever beam.

The equation of motion under free vibrations of the 
continuous bending moment-deflecting cantilever beam 
[26, 27] is

where m is the mass per unit length, which is uniform along 
the length � of the beam, and y(x, t) is the transverse dis-
placement at time t of the section located at position x . The 
natural frequencies of the bending moment-deflecting can-
tilever beam can be evaluated as follows:

(10)(EJ)eq =

b∑

i=1

EJi,

(11)(EJ)eq
�4y(x, t)

�x4
+ m

�2y(x, t)

�t2
= 0,

Fig. 2  Continuous cantilever beam models: a bending moment-deflecting cantilever beam; b shear-deflecting cantilever beam
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where q is the mode number. The mode shapes of the bend-
ing moment-deflecting cantilever beam are expressed by the 
following function:

where C1 is an arbitrary constant and the coefficient �q can be 
determined according to the following expressions:

The second damage detection method presented in the 
previous section was developed for shear-type frame build-
ing structures. If the considered shear-type frame is regular 
in height, both in term of stiffness and mass, the dynamic 
behavior of such a frame can be approximated by an equiva-
lent continuous model, which is a shear-deflecting cantilever 
beam with all the properties, in terms of stiffness and mass 
that are uniform along the length of the beam (Fig. 2b). The 
properties of the equivalent continuous cantilever beam can 
be determined from the properties of the shear-type frame 
through the following steps. On one side, the drift of the 
generic ith story of the shear-type frame model subjected to 
the story shear Vi can be determined as follows:

where hi is the interstory height, Ji,w is the moment of inertia 
of the transverse cross-section of each column, and c is the 
total number of the columns of the frame. On the other side, 
the drift of a portion of the continuous model with the same 
height and subjected to the same shear force is

where G is the shear modulus and A = Λ∕� , with Λ that is the 
area of the cross-section of the beam and � that is the shear 
factor. From Eqs. (15, 16), imposing �i = di , the equivalent 

(12a)f1 =
3.516

2�

1

�2

√
(EJ)eq

m
for q = 1

(12b)fq =

(
q −

1

2

)2

�

2�2

√
(EJ)eq

m
with q = 2, 3, 4… ,

(13)�q(x) = C1

[
cos �qx − cosh �qx −

cos �q� + cosh �q�

sin �q� + sinh �q�

(
sin �qx − sinh �qx

)]
,

(14a)�1� = 1.875 for q = 1

(14b)�q� =
(
q −

1

2

)
� for q = 2, 3, 4…

(15)di =
Vih

3
i

12
∑c

w=1
EJi,w

,

(16)�i =
Vihi

GA
,

stiffness of the continuous cantilever beam can be estimated 
for each story, that is

The equivalent stiffness for the whole shear-deflecting 
cantilever beam (GA)eq can be assumed as the mean value 
over all stories of the equivalent stiffness obtained for each 
individual story according to Eq. (17).

The equation of motion under free vibrations of the 
continuous shear-deflecting cantilever beam is

where m is the mass per unit length, obtained by dividing 
the whole mass of the shear-type frame by the length � of 
the beam. The natural frequency of each qth mode of the 
shear-deflecting cantilever beam can be evaluated as follows:

The mode shapes of the shear-deflecting cantilever 
beam are expressed by the following function:

where C1 is an arbitrary constant, and with the coeffi-
cient �q that can be determined according to the following 
expression:

In this paper, a criterion is proposed to classify the con-
sidered building structures and to select the appropriate 
damage detection method, and this criterion is applicable 
to each single experimentally identified mode shape of the 
structure. This proposed approach is thought to integrate 
the more traditional approach for structural type classifica-
tion that is based on evaluating the ratios of the identified 
natural frequencies. This last criterion is also applied in 
the analyses of the present paper, as shown in the next 
sections.

Starting from experimentally identified natural frequen-
cies of the structure, the frequency ratio (FR) can be evalu-
ated as follows:

(17)(GA)eq,i =
12

∑c

w=1
EJw

h2
i

.

(18)(GA)eq
�2y(x, t)

�x2
− m

�2y(x, t)

�t2
= 0,

(19)fq =
(2q − 1)

4�

√
(GA)eq

m
with q = 1, 2, 3, 4…

(20)�q(x) = C1 sin �qx,

(21)�q� = (2q − 1)
�

2
for q = 1, 2, 3, 4…
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where fq is the natural frequency of the high-order qth mode 
(for q = 2,3,4…) and f1 is the natural frequency of the first 
mode. To understand which is the structure-type and the 
behavior of the structure (i.e., flexural-deflecting behavior 
or shear-deflecting behavior), the experimentally derived 
frequency ratios can be compared with the reference values 
determined using the continuous cantilever beam models. 
The reference values of the frequency ratios for the bend-
ing moment-deflecting cantilever beam can be determined 
through the following expression:

which derives from Eqs. (12a, 12b). The reference values of 
the frequency ratios for the shear-deflecting cantilever beam 
are as follows:

and this last expression derives from Eq. (19).
The proposed criterion for structure-type classification 

through the mode shapes is based on the use of proposed 
indices that receive in input an experimentally identified 
modal vector and that provide in output a scalar value. This 
scalar value depends upon the shape of the modal vector and 
can be compared with the reference values determined using 
the continuous cantilever beam models.

Figures 3 and 4 show the main idea that is behind the 
proposed criterion. In the figures, the analytical mode shapes 
of the first three modes of the continuous cantilever beam 
models are plotted: Fig. 3 shows the mode shapes of the 
bending moment-deflecting cantilever beam, according to 
Eq. (13), while Fig. 4 shows the mode shapes of the shear-
deflecting cantilever beam, according to Eq. (20). It is worth 
noting that the analytical functions of the mode shapes do 
not depend on the parameters m , (EJ)eq , and (GA)eq , which 
are uniform and constant for the whole cantilever beam. 
Moreover, the functions of Figs. 3 and 4 are not plotted by 
considering the real length of the beam (i.e., from 0 to the 
total length � ), but they are plotted as a function of a dimen-
sionless length parameter that varies from 0 to 1.

Some mathematical operations were performed on the 
mode shapes, as shown in the figures. First of all, each modal 
vector was normalized in such a way that the component 
with the maximum modulus is equal to 1. Then, all the com-
ponents of each mode shape were modified to have quantities 
that are all positive. This was done according to two differ-
ent strategies, as shown in the figures. In the first case, each 

(22)FRq1 =
fq

f1
,

(23)FREJ,q1 =
fq

f1
=

(
q −

1

2

)2

�

1.119
with q = 2, 3, 4,…

(24)FRGA,q1 =
fq

f1
= 2q − 1 with q = 2, 3, 4…

component was replaced by its modulus. In the second case, 
each component was replaced by the squared value of the 
component itself.

As shown in the figures, an area is defined by the func-
tion of the modified mode shapes and the vertical axis of the 
plots (gray-shaded area in the figures). The extension of this 
area can be determined and then divided by the area of the 
whole rectangle that contains the modified mode shape (in 
Figs. 3 and 4, the area of the rectangle is equal to 1 due to 
the normalization adopted on the mode shape components 
and on the length of the beam). By performing these opera-
tions, it is possible to obtain some scalar values, indicated 
in the figure with the acronym NA (i.e., Normalized Area), 
that are constant (or at least very similar) for all the differ-
ent mode shapes of each of the two considered analytical 
models of continuous cantilever beams. The main idea of 
the proposed approach for structure-type classification is 
thus to analyze the experimentally identified mode shapes, 
to estimate the scalar values of the normalized areas, and to 
compare the experimental results with the reference values. 
Such reference values, as shown in the following paragraphs, 
are obtained from the analytical models and can be consid-
ered as invariant quantities that can be used to discriminate 
between structures that have either a flexural-deflecting 
behavior or a shear-deflecting behavior.

When considering mode shapes that are expressed by 
continuous functions, the indices to be used for the estima-
tion of the normalized areas have the following expressions. 
The index related to the first strategy (i.e., mode shape con-
sidered in terms of the absolute values) is as follows:

Equation (25) can be applied for the q-th mode shape of 
the structure, and this expression is further simplified when 
an appropriate normalization of the mode shape is consid-
ered, such that max

(|||�q(x)
|||
)
= 1 . The index related to the 

second strategy (i.e., when considering the squared value of 
each mode shape component) is as follows:

In the same way, Eq. (26) is also simplified in the case of 
an appropriate mode shape normalization, such that 
max

(
�2
q
(x)

)
= 1.

Of course, experimentally derived mode shapes are dis-
crete functions, not continuous functions, with the mode 
shape components that are defined at the instrumented loca-
tions. In the same way, mode shapes used in the numerical 

(25)NA1q =
∫ 𝓁

0

|||�q(x)
|||dx

𝓁 ⋅max
(|||�q(x)

|||
) .

(26)NA2q =
∫ 𝓁

0
�2
q
(x)dx

𝓁 ⋅max
(
�2
q
(x)

) .
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Fig. 3  Analytical model of the bending-moment-deflecting cantilever beam (EJ): mode shapes and normalized areas for the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd modes
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Fig. 4  Analytical model of the shear-deflecting cantilever beam (GA): mode shapes and normalized areas for the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd modes
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analyses are also discrete quantities. In the present work, 
the extension of the normalized areas defined by the mode 
shapes was computed using the trapezoidal rule for the 
numerical integration. This method is more accurate than 
the rectangular rule, and it is a simple approach, suitable 
for solving the types of problems considered in this work. 
Moreover, the trapezoidal rule is easier to be implemented 
and more fast than other more complex approaches for 
numerical integration.

According to the trapezoidal rule for numerical integra-
tion, the extension of the area that is present beneath the 
function f

(
xj
)
 between extremes a2 and a1 can be evaluated 

using the following expression:

 where the interval from a1 to a2 is divided in n sub-intervals 
of equal length. The trapezoidal rule was utilized to derive 
the expressions of the proposed indices NA1 and NA2 , which 
are used in the numerical and experimental analyses of the 
present paper. These indices can be applied by considering 
mode shapes defined at n + 1 points located at a constant 
spacing, which is the most common layout of instrumented 
locations adopted in practice and the case considered in all 
damage detection methods summarized in Sect. 2. Other 
more challenging cases where the points of the modal vec-
tors are not at a constant spacing are not the key interest in 
the present paper and will be considered in future works.

The index related to the first strategy NA1 can be derived 
as follows:

where the numerator is the area defined by the mode shape 
considered in terms of the absolute values. The extension 
of this area can be obtained by applying the trapezoidal rule 
as follows:

where � is the length of the structure idealized as a cantilever 
beam, and �jq is the generic mode shape component (with 
j = 0… n and q that is the mode number). The denomina-
tor of Eq. (28) is the area of the rectangle that contains the 
modified mode shape, which is

Thus, the expression for the evaluation of the index NA1q 
is

(27)area =
a2 − a1

2n

(
f
(
x0
)
+ f

(
xp
)
+ 2

n−1∑

j=1

f
(
xj
)
)
,

(28)NA1q =
area|�q|
areaRECT

,

(29)area|�q| =
�

2n

(
|||�0q|+|�nq

||| + 2

n−1∑

j=1

|||�jq
|||

)
,

(30)areaRECT = 𝓁 ⋅ max
j=0…n

(|||�jq
|||
)
.

The expression of Eq. (31) is further simplified when con-
sidering an appropriate normalization of the mode shapes, 
such that max

j=0…n

(|||�jq
|||
)
= 1.

The same steps used for the index NA1 and the trapezoi-
dal rule for numerical integration can be used to derive the 
expression for the index related to the second strategy NA2q , 
that is

where the squared values of each mode shape component are 
considered. Similarly to the case of Eq. (31), Eq. (32) is also 
simplified in the case of an appropriate mode shape normali-
zation, such that max

j=0…n

(
�2
jq

)
= 1.

As shown in Eqs. (31, 32), the mode shape components 
are the sole parameters that are needed to use the proposed 
indices NA1 and NA2 . Moreover, each index is to be applied 
using a single-mode shape vector. Theoretically, such indices 
can thus be used even in the cases where only the first mode 
is identified. It is worth noting that, on the contrary, the 
criterion based on the evaluation of the ratios of the natural 
frequencies (mentioned in previous paragraphs) also require 
the knowledge of the high-order modes.

To identify the reference values that the proposed indi-
ces NA1 and NA2 assume for a bending moment-deflecting 
cantilever beam and a shear-deflecting cantilever beam, 
the calculations of Eqs. (25, 26) have to be applied for the 
analytical expressions of the mode shapes of Eqs. (13, 20). 
In the present paper, this problem was solved numerically 
by applying the trapezoidal rule for numerical integration. 
The functions of the mode shapes of Eqs. (13, 20) were 
evaluated by considering beams with a unitary length that 
is discretized in 100 sub-elements. This corresponds to 100 
sub-intervals (i.e., 101 points) to apply the numerical inte-
gration. Then, the values of the normalized areas were evalu-
ated using the trapezoidal rule and using Eqs. (31, 32). It is 
worth noting that the considered discretization was deemed 
sufficient to obtain accurate results, since increasing the 
number of sub-intervals did not bring to modifications and 
improvements in the obtained results.

The results are provided in Table 1 for the first ten mode 
shapes of both the bending moment-deflecting cantilever 
beam and the shear-deflecting cantilever beam. As shown 
in the table, for the shear-deflecting cantilever beam, the 
values of the normalized areas are constant for each mode 
both for the first index NA1 and the second index NA2. This 

(31)

NA1q =
1

2n

(
|||�0q|+|�nq

||| + 2

n−1∑

j=1

|||�jq
|||

)
1

max
j=0…n

(|||�jq
|||
) .

(32)NA2q =
1

2n

(
�2
0q
+ �2

nq
+ 2

n−1∑

j=1

�2
jq

)
1

max
j=0…n

(
�2
jq

) ,
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is a result that can also be verified by solving the definite 
integrals of Eqs. (25, 26) for the case of the sine function 
mode shape of Eq. (20). For the bending moment-deflecting 
cantilever beam, the values of normalized areas are not iden-
tical for all modes (differently from the case of the shear-
deflecting cantilever beam), but such values for the EJ beam 
are in any case very similar when considering the different 
modes, especially for the second index NA2. In fact, for 
the EJ beam NA1 is 0.39 for the first mode and then tends 
to 0.45 for high-order modes, while NA2 is approximately 
equal to 0.25 for all modes.

The performed calculations were thus useful to identify 
the reference values that the proposed indices NA1 and NA2 
assume for the two considered cantilever beams. For the 
bending moment-deflecting cantilever beam, the identified 
reference values are

For the shear-deflecting cantilever beam, the reference 
values are

According to the proposed approach, the indices of Eqs. 
(31, 32) can thus be evaluated by considering experimen-
tally derived mode shapes. Then, the estimated values of 
normalized areas can be compared with the reference val-
ues indicated in Eqs. (33, 34) to perform the structure-type 
classification and to understand which is the behavior of the 
structure (i.e., flexural-deflecting behavior or shear-deflect-
ing behavior).

Referring to the reference values of the indices shown in 
Eq. (33) for the EJ beam, it is important to note the effect 
that is generated when considering the squared values of the 
mode shape components (NA2) instead of the modulus of 
the mode shape components (NA1): the range that describes 
the reference solutions for NA1EJ is transformed into a fixed 
reference value for NA2EJ . In general, it can also be inferred 
that the use of the squared values of the mode shape com-
ponents (NA2) tends to amplify the differences between the 
values of the indices associated with the EJ and GA beams. 
In fact, as shown in Eqs. (33, 34), the value of NA2GA is 
two times the value of NA2EJ , while, on average, the value 
of NA1GA is one and a half times higher than the solution 
obtained for NA1EJ . These observations suggest that, from 

(33)NA1EJ = 0.39 ÷ 0.45; NA2EJ = 0.25.

(34)NA1GA = 0.64; NA2GA = 0.5.

the theoretical point of view, the index NA2 might be more 
effective than the index NA1.

It is important to study how the proposed indicators 
behave when the mode shapes are defined at a limited num-
ber of points (much less than the number of points consid-
ered in the previous analysis performed to obtain the refer-
ence values), as this is the case that more frequently occurs 
in real experimental tests. To this purpose, a parametric 
analysis was performed by considering analytical functions 
of the mode shapes (Eqs. 13, 20) that are sampled in differ-
ent scenarios with an increasing number of sub-intervals. 
The number of sub-intervals is the parameter n (which cor-
responds to mode shape components defined at a number of 
points equal to n + 1), and the analyses were repeated for n 
that assumes each value from 1 to 15. Both for the bending 
moment-deflecting cantilever beam and the shear-deflecting 
cantilever beam, the first four modes were considered in this 
analysis. The proposed indices NA1 and NA2 were evalu-
ated according to Eqs. (31, 32), using the trapezoidal rule 
for numerical integration, and the results of the parametric 
analysis are shown in Fig. 5.

In Fig. 5, it can be observed that in some cases where the 
number of sub-intervals is very low, the values of the indices 
NA1 and NA2 are not equal to the expected reference values. 
With a very low number of sub-intervals, there are also cases 
where the index related to the EJ beam is equal (or very 
similar) to the index related to the GA beam (as evident for 
example both for NA1 and NA2 when considering the third 
mode evaluated with a number of sub-intervals equal to 3, 
i.e., a number of mode shape components equal to 4). This 
is an inevitable effect that occurs when the number of sub-
intervals and points is not sufficient to adequately describe 
the shape of the modal vector. On the contrary, when the 
shape of the modal vector is adequately described using a 
higher number of sub-intervals (and points), the values of 
the indices NA1 and NA2 tend to converge to the reference 
values shown in Table 1. The higher the order of the mode 
shape, the higher the number of the inversions in the signs 
of the mode shape components, which is associated with 
shapes of the modal vectors that are more complex. This 
affects the results of Fig. 5 where it is indeed evident that the 
indices for the low-order modes converge more rapidly to the 
reference values than those related to the high-order modes. 
It is important to emphasize that the trend associated with 
the index NA1 (that uses the modulus of each mode shape 

Table 1  Values of normalized 
areas for the analytical models: 
length of the cantilever beam 
discretized in 100 sub-intervals

Mode 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

NA1 GA 0.637 0.637 0.636 0.637 0.637 0.637 0.637 0.636 0.637 0.637
EJ 0.392 0.423 0.437 0.441 0.443 0.444 0.445 0.446 0.446 0.447

NA2 GA 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500
EJ 0.250 0.244 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250
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component) is different to the trend related to the index NA2 
(that uses the squared value of each mode shape compo-
nent). Specifically, the performed analyses of Fig. 5 show the 
following general rule. Referring to the index NA1, if one 
considers a generic qth mode, at least 2q sub-intervals are 
needed to start to have a clear separation between the values 
of the index associated with the EJ and the GA beams and 
to have a convergence toward the reference values. On the 
contrary, for the index NA2, the same result for a generic 
qth mode is reached when considering a number of sub-
intervals that is at least q + 1. This last number (q + 1 for 
NA2) is lower than the value obtained for NA1 (i.e., 2q), 
except for the first mode. This suggests that the index NA2 
might be more effective than the index NA1, especially when 
considering the high-order modes.

Other two observations can be made about the results 
of Fig. 5. First, it is interesting to note that for the first 
mode, the values of both NA1 and NA2 tend to be simi-
lar to the reference values for any number of considered 
sub-intervals (with the obvious exception of the case with 
one sub-interval—i.e., mode shape described by only two 
points—where there is clearly not enough information to 
discriminate between the EJ and the GA beams and where 
the normalized area is equal to 0.5 both for NA1 and NA2). 
Second, it is also interesting to note the different behavior 
that the two indices (NA1 and NA2) have when consider-
ing the GA beam. The index NA2 is always equal to 0.5 
for any of the considered number of sub-intervals (and for 

any of the considered modes). On the contrary, the value of 
the index NA1 is not constant: it is equal to 0.5 with only 
one sub-interval and then converges to the reference value 
0.64 for a higher number of sub-intervals. The parametric 
study of Fig. 5 confirms, from the theoretical point of view, 
the applicability of the proposed criterion for mode shape-
based structure-type classification and, as outlined in this 
paragraph, gives indications about the minimum number of 
points that are needed to properly define the shape of the 
modal vectors and to properly use the proposed indices NA1 
and NA2.

Overall, the observations derived from the analyses 
shown in this section suggest that, from the theoretical point 
of view, the index NA2 might be more effective than the 
index NA1. The indices were, in any case, both developed on 
the common idea of evaluating the normalized areas gener-
ated by the modal vectors, and the differences between the 
two indices are only due to the different mathematical opera-
tions applied on the mode shape components (i.e., evaluating 
the modulus for NA1 and evaluating the squared value for 
NA2). For comparison purposes, the indices NA1 and NA2 
were both applied to the experimental case studies shown 
in the next section.

The criteria for building structure-type classification pro-
posed in this paper and, specifically, in this section address 
the types of structures that can be analyzed using the existing 
method for damage detection shown in Sect. 2. It is worth 
mentioning that the present paper does not address more 
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complex structures such as the building structures where 
there is a combined use of RC walls and RC frames. These 
structures can be usually modeled by coupling a bending 
moment-deflecting cantilever beam and a shear-deflecting 
cantilever beam, and their dynamic behavior is in general 
more complex than the structures considered in this paper. 
The study of such more complex structures, addressing for 
example both the structure-type classification and the dam-
age detection, is part of a larger problem that will be the 
object of future developments of the research. In general, 
for structures that do not present a clear bending moment or 
shear-deflecting behavior, it is expected that analyzing the 
changes in the modal flexibility-based deflections could give 
useful information about the presence of potential damage, 
and an attempt could be made in future research to develop 
specific deflection-based indicators for damage localization. 
To increase the reliability and the robustness of the damage 
detection process when applied to such more complex struc-
tures, it could also be useful to integrate the results of the 
deflection-based method with the outcomes of other modal 
flexibility-based methods (e.g., change in flexibility method 
[5] or damage locating vector method [28]).

The proposed criteria to identify the structural type could 
be used in the other contexts than for selecting the most 
appropriate flexibility-based algorithms and DSFs for dam-
age detection. The proposed criteria could be used in the 
context of dynamic tests (e.g., ambient vibration tests) per-
formed to verify the design of a new construction or to gain 
knowledge about an existing structure (for safety assess-
ment or for designing retrofit interventions). In these situ-
ations, the proposed indices could be considered as simple 
data-driven tools that can be used to support and confirm 
the evaluations made by the structural designer about the 
behavior of the structure and the modeling assumptions. 
The proposed indices could be particularly helpful in the 
case of a complex structural system where it is of interest to 
understand to which extent the structural behavior is close 
to that of an ideal model (e.g., an ideal model with bending-
moment-deflecting behavior or an ideal model with shear-
deflecting behavior).

4  Application to full‑scale reinforced 
concrete buildings

The structure-type classification criteria and the damage 
localization approaches described in the previous sections 
were applied on the data of experimental tests that were 
performed on full-scale reinforced concrete structures that 
experienced earthquake-induced damage. Two structures are 
considered in this section of the present paper: the first one 
is a seven-story RC wall building, while the second struc-
ture is a five-story RC frame building. Both structures were 

tested at the Englekirk Structural Research Center using the 
University of California–San Diego Network for Earthquake 
Engineering Simulation (UCSD-NEES) large outdoor uni-
directional shake table.

4.1  Seven‑story RC wall building

The first case study is a slice of a full-scale seven-story RC 
building with cantilever structural walls acting as a lateral 
force resisting system (Figs. 6, 7). It was tested between 
September 2005 and May 2006 using a unidirectional shake 
table to simulate earthquake-induced damage. The building 
was 19.20 m high and consisted of two perpendicular walls 
in elevation (i.e., web and flange walls) with a horizontal RC 
slab at each level. An auxiliary post-tensioned column pro-
vided torsional stability and four gravity columns supported 
the slabs. The structure was positioned on the shake table 
with the main longitudinal wall aligned with the direction 
of the base excitation (i.e., the east–west direction). A dense 
array of sensors was deployed on the specimen, including 
accelerometers. During the experimental campaign, some 
historical earthquake records were applied at the base of the 
structure to induce progressive damage. After each strong 
motion test, low-amplitude white noise base excitation (3%g 
root mean square—RMS) tests and ambient vibration tests 
were performed for damage characterization purposes. More 
detailed information about the structure and the performed 

Fig. 6  Test structure: a slice of a seven-story RC wall building [32]
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vibration tests can be found in [29–31]. Moreover, the data 
used in this section are available at [32].

In this study, only vibration datasets (of 8 min each) col-
lected during the mentioned low-amplitude white noise tests 
were considered. Specifically, the following configurations 
were studied: S0, which is the baseline configuration; S1, 
which is the damaged state resulting from the application of 
the longitudinal component of the San Fernando earthquake 
measured in 1971 at the Van Nuys station; S2, which is the 
damaged state obtained by the transversal component of the 
mentioned San Fernando earthquake; S3.1, a damaged state 
generated by subsequently applying the longitudinal compo-
nent of the Northridge earthquake measured in 1994 at the 
Oxnard Boulevard station in Woodland Hill. Moreover, only 
accelerometers positioned near the main longitudinal wall 
and oriented in the direction of the base excitation (Fig. 7) 
were considered in the analyses. All the measurements used 
for the analyses have a sampling frequency  (fs) of 240 Hz.

The damage observed visually (i.e., from pictures and 
video recordings) and from strain sensors during the experi-
mental tests is herein briefly reported to have an idea of the 
expected results for the damage identification process. As 
described in [30], the damage is concentrated at the lower 
two stories of the longitudinal web wall. This description 

matches the outcome of the vibration-based identification 
procedure applied in [30] using acceleration measurements. 
From a finite-element (FE) model updating and analyzing 
the strain data, the authors of the mentioned reference con-
firmed that the extent of damage increases as the structure 
is exposed to stronger earthquake excitations.

In this study, first, the acceleration measured at the base 
of the structure was subtracted from the acceleration col-
lected at each instrumented DOF to obtain a relative meas-
urement. Then, the Eigensystem Realization Algorithm 
(ERA) [33] combined with the Natural Excitation technique 
(NExT) [34] was employed to identify the modal param-
eters of the structure. The dataset collected in the baseline 
condition was divided into eight portions of 1 min each, 
all employed individually to estimate the modal parameters. 
This process was carried out to estimate the degree of vari-
ability that affects the quantities identified in the baseline 
state, which is a fundamental step required for applying the 
subsequent statistical approaches for damage localization. It 
is worth noting that 8 is not the optimal number of samples 
for the assumed normal distribution model. However, given 
the duration of the dataset relevant to the 3%g RMS white 
noise base excitation tests, this choice resulted from a trade-
off between the number of portions and their time length. In 

Fig. 7  Schematic drawing of the geometry of the structure with indications of the instrumented locations (geometry retrieved from [29, 32], 
dimensions in cm): a floor plan view of the building; b floor plan view of the test structure; c elevation of the test structure
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general, it was possible to identify the first three longitudinal 
modes in the direction of the applied white noise base exci-
tation for all the structural states. The natural frequencies 
identified for the different states of the structure are provided 
in Table 2, where the parameters of the baseline state S0 are 
provided in terms of averaged values.

The criteria for structural type classification presented 
in Sect. 3 were applied using the modal parameters for the 
baseline state S0. Figure 8 presents the analysis performed 
using the proposed approach based on the normalized areas 
for the first mode shape of the structure: the figure shows the 
identified mode shape (Fig. 8a) and how such mode shape is 
modified to evaluate the normalized areas—i.e., in one case, 
the modulus of the components is considered (Fig. 8b); in 
the other case, the squared values of the modal components 
are plotted (Fig. 8c). Of course, Fig. 8a and b are identical, 
since the first modal vector has no sign inversions in its com-
ponents. Figure 8 also shows the values of the indices NA1 

and NA2 calculated from the identified modal vector. All the 
quantities presented in Fig. 8 are compared with the refer-
ence values obtained from the analytical models of the two 
cantilever beam models (i.e., the EJ beam and the GA beam). 
From the comparison, it is evident that, for the considered 
experimental case study, the obtained values of the indices 
(both NA1 and NA2) are close to the reference solutions of 
the bending-moment-deflecting cantilever beam.

The same analysis was performed also for the high-order 
mode shapes, and the values of NA1 and NA2 obtained 
for all the identified modes are shown in Table 3. It can 
be observed that the values of NA1 and NA2 obtained for 
the 2nd and 3rd modes are higher than those related to 
the 1st mode. Moreover, the indices for the 2nd and 3rd 
mode shapes tend to be close to the reference solutions of 
the GA beam, and this appears to be not in agreement with 
the results obtained for the 1st mode shape. The outcomes 
obtained using the NA indices were examined in more detail 
by a graphical comparison between the identified and ana-
lytical mode shapes (presented in Fig. 9 for all the modes). 
The figure confirms that the 1st identified mode shape is 
close to the solution of the EJ model, and a clear separation 
is evident with respect to the mode shape of the GA model. 

Table 2  Identified natural frequencies of the 7-story building in the 
different states

a Mean values of natural frequencies

State Natural frequency fi [Hz] (% variation w.r.t. baseline 
state S0)

1st mode 2nd mode 3rd mode

S0a 1.69 11.53 24.81
S1 1.53 (− 9.8) 11.32 (− 1.9) 24.67 (− 0.6)
S2 1.23 (− 27.3) 10.56 (− 8.4) 23.41 (− 5.6)
S3.1 1.11 (− 34.4) 7.88 (− 31.6) 19.72 (− 20.5)
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Fig. 8  Mode shape (a) and normalized areas (b, c) for the first mode of the 7-story building (results compared with the analytical models)

Table 3  Values of normalized areas for the 7-story building

Experimental case—7 story building Reference values

Mode 1 2 3 EJ GA

NA1 0.43 0.58 0.63 0.39–0.45 0.64
NA2 0.29 0.45 0.52 0.25 0.50
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On the contrary, for the 2nd and 3rd modes of the considered 
experimental case study it seems to be difficult to associate 
each identified mode shape to one model or the other (espe-
cially for the 3rd mode), and this is consequently reflected 
on the values of NA1 and NA2 shown in Table 3. Consider-
ing the obtained results, considering that for any cantilever 
beam, the contribution of the first mode to the response is 
usually greater than the high-order modes, and considering 
that in the identification process, the first mode is usually 
identified more accurately, it can be deduced that the ana-
lyzed structure has a behavior that is more similar to the EJ 
beam model. This is also confirmed by the analysis of the 
ratios between the natural frequencies of the structure, which 
are provided in Table 4, together with the reference solutions 
of the analytical models obtained with Eqs. (23, 24). As 
shown in the table, the frequency ratios of the seven-story 
building match the ratios related to the EJ cantilever beam.

After performing structural type classification, the flex-
ibility deflection-based method was applied for damage 
detection (as outlined in Sect. 2), by considering the deflec-
tion curvature as a damage-sensitive feature. The identified 

modal parameters were employed to assemble the modal 
flexibility matrices of the structure in the different states 
using Eq. (1). The mass matrix was estimated a-priori using 
available information and used to calculate the mass normal-
ization factors of identified modes. In the evaluation of the 
mass matrix of the beam-like cantilever structure, the rota-
tional inertia was neglected, and the mass was considered 
uniformly distributed along the height of the structure. This 
resulted in estimating a diagonal mass matrix with non-zero 
components proportional to the structural masses relevant to 
the measured DOFs. Using a proportional mass matrix led 
to estimating proportional flexibility matrices, used to evalu-
ate the modal flexibility-based deflections. This was done 
according to Eq. (2), considering a uniform load with unitary 
values at all the measured DOFs as the inspection load.

The modal flexibility-based deflections of the structure 
identified in different states are reported in Fig. 10. Spe-
cifically, the displacements, rotations, and curvatures of 
the deflections are reported in Fig. 10a–c, respectively. In 
general, the deflections derived experimentally, as well as 
their derivatives, are in agreement with the corresponding 
quantities expected from a bending moment-deflecting can-
tilever beam model loaded by uniform loads, even if some 
more irregular trends are inevitably present in the experi-
mental results. Curvature estimates shown in Fig. 10c tend 
to increase in the lower DOFs, as expected. However, an 
inversion in the curvature at DOF number 6 can be observed, 
while the curvature goes to zero at DOF number 3. These 
effects and more irregular trends observed in the experi-
mental results could also be due to inevitable uncertainties 
related to the process of estimating the curvature of experi-
mental deflections using the approximated finite difference 

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 9  Mode shapes for the 7-story building and comparison with the analytical models: a 1st mode; b 2nd mode; c 3rd mode

Table 4  Ratios of the natural frequencies for the 7-story building and 
comparison with the analytical models

State S0 Natural frequency 
ratios

f2/f1 f3/f1

Experimental case—7 story building 6.82 14.68
Analytical model—EJ cantilever beam 6.32 17.54
Analytical model—GA cantilever beam 3 5
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method, according to Eq. (6). Moreover, Fig. 10a shows that 
the displacements increase progressively when considering, 
in the order, the baseline state and the states S1, S2, and 
S3.1. This is a clear indication that structural modifications 
have occurred between the different states. Indeed, since 
these deflections were calculated using the same inspection 
load, a gradual stiffness decrement is evident. The values of 
the natural frequencies for the different states also confirm 
that structural modifications have occurred. From Table 2, 
it can be observed that the frequencies related to the states 
S1, S2, and S3.1 (i.e., the damaged states) are lower than the 
frequencies of the baseline structure, as expected. Moreo-
ver, the frequencies progressively decrease when consider-
ing structural states characterized by more severe damage.

The results of damage localization are reported in Fig. 11, 
where Fig. 11a shows the damage-induced curvature (i.e., 
the difference between the curvature in the damaged state 
and the curvature in the baseline state), while Fig. 11b shows 
the results obtained using the z-index based on curvature 
(Eq. 7). The quantities shown in Fig. 11a and b have a simi-
lar trend, and indeed, a relationship exists between the two 
quantities: the damage-induced curvature is the numerator 
of Eq. (7), which is the expression of the z-index where the 
statistical variability of the baseline DSFs is appropriately 
considered. Figure 11 provides results in terms of dam-
age localization that are consistent with the actual damage 
observed during the experimental campaign, which, as men-
tioned in [30], is concentrated at the bottom two stories of 
the structure. In particular, through the adopted z-index, it is 
possible to detect the DOFs of the structure that have been 
affected by the damage. It can be observed from Fig. 11b 
that the values of the z-index at the upper DOFs are lower 

than the corresponding values at the bottom of the structure. 
The values of z-index at the DOF number 3, 4, 5, and 6  are 
in general below the threshold, except for some cases where 
the z-index is slightly higher than the threshold (such cases 
shown in Fig. 11b can be considered as false positives). It is 
worth noting that Fig. 11 shows some negative values of the 
damage-induced curvature and the z-index at DOF number 
6, and such values are due to the irregular trend of the cur-
vature at the same DOF already discussed for Fig. 10c. The 
considered z-index is thought for performing statistical tests 
for damage detection and localization, and it was not explic-
itly derived for damage quantification purposes. However, 
the results presented in Fig. 11 clearly show that the values 
of the z-index (and also the values of the damage-induced 
curvature) tend to increase for states that have undergone a 
higher number of earthquake excitations (i.e., considering in 
the order the states S1, S2, and S3.1), and this is consistent 
with the observations provided in [30].

4.2  Five‑story RC frame building

The second case study is a five-story RC building compris-
ing structural and nonstructural elements, simulating a com-
plete real building, tested on the UCSD-NEES shaking table 
between May 2011 and May 2012 (Fig. 12). The plan dimen-
sions of the entire structure were 6.60 × 11.00 m and the 
floor-to-floor distance was 4.27 m, with a total height of the 
building of 21.34 m, as shown in the scheme of Fig. 13. The 
shake motion was impressed in the longitudinal (east–west) 
direction, in which the building had two RC frames as a lat-
eral-load resisting system, made of rectangular beams with 
a cross-section of 0.30 × 0.71 m and rectangular columns of 

(b) (c)(a)

Fig. 10  Modal flexibility-based deflections of the 7-story building: a displacements; b rotations; c curvatures
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0.46 × 0.66 m. The floor system consisted of 0.20 m-thick 
concrete slabs.

A dense sensor equipment was originally deployed on the 
structure. In this study, only the accelerometers positioned 
in the northern-eastern and southern-eastern quadrants of 
the plant, at the floor level, were used, selecting the record-
ing channels in the direction of the seismic motion. Specifi-
cally, the acceleration time histories used in this study were 
obtained for each level of the building by averaging the data 
collected in the two quadrants. More details on structural 
and nonstructural apparatus, as well as the sensing setup, can 
be found in [35–39]. Moreover, the data used in this section 
are available at [40].

During the experimental campaign, the structure was 
first tested with base isolator devices, and then subjected 
to six seismic motions with increasing intensity with the 
basement of the building fixed to the shake table. After each 
seismic motion, white noise motions with different ampli-
tudes and double-pulse inputs were impressed at the base of 
the specimen. In this study, only the datasets collected dur-
ing the white noise tests were employed to study the struc-
tural behavior in the following configurations: C0, which is 
the baseline configuration; C1, which is the damaged state 
resulting from the application of the Pisco earthquake (Peru) 

(b)(a)

Fig. 11  Damage detection and localization for the 7-story building: a damage-induced curvature; b z-index based on curvature (where the 
dashed line represents the threshold value)

Fig. 12  Five-story RC frame building [40]
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measured in 2007 at the Ica station; C2, which is the dam-
aged state resulting from the following application of the 
Denali earthquake measured in 2002 at the TAPS Pump 
Station #9, rescaled at 67%. Specifically, two datasets were 
used to identify the modal parameters in the configuration 
C0, collected during 3%g and 3.5%g RMS white noise exci-
tation, respectively, both with a duration of 6 min. On the 
other hand, the modal parameters of configuration C1 were 
identified using a dataset collected during 3%g RMS white 
noise excitation, and the modal parameters of configuration 
C2 were identified using a dataset collected during 3.5%g 
RMS white noise excitation. These last two datasets have 
a duration of 4 min. The damage indices presented in this 
paper were obtained by comparing the modal parameters 
identified in configurations C1 and C2 with those identified 
in configuration C0 using the datasets with the same RMS 
amplitude as the damaged configurations. The original sam-
pling frequency of the considered datasets was of 200 Hz, 
downsampled at 100 Hz in this study.

As described in the reports of the experimental campaign 
[36], limited structural cracking was observed following the 
application of the Pisco earthquake, predominantly concen-
trated at the bases of the first floor columns of the north 
frame, with minimal cracking in the other columns. On level 
two, further cracking developed in the slab, and only some 

columns and some beams developed cracks. The building 
was designed to reach its performance targets during the 
scaled Denali earthquake, after which the structural elements 
presented extensive cracks throughout their heights, and 
especially at the lower floors, with spalling of the concrete 
cover. On level two, existing cracking propagated in some 
parts of the slab, showing signs of an imminent punching 
shear failure. Overall, as described in [39], the damaged 
state that resulted from the application of the Pisco earth-
quake (i.e., configuration C1 in this paper) is characterized 
by minor flexural cracking on the columns at stories 1–2 and 
on the North beam of floors 2–3. The damaged state due to 
the subsequent application of the scaled Denali earthquake 
(herein configuration C2) was more severe, and it is glob-
ally described in [39] as characterized by moderate flexural 
cracking on the same structural elements.

Similarly to the previous case study, the absolute accel-
erations recorded at each floor level were transformed into 
relative accelerations, evaluated with respect to the base of 
the structure. Moreover, the modal parameters were identi-
fied using the NExT-ERA algorithm [33, 34], by segmenting 
the training data set into different portions to evaluate the 
statistical variability of the baseline state. The first three 
longitudinal modes in the direction of the applied white 
noise motion were identified, and the results are reported in 

Fig. 13  Schematic drawing of the geometry of the 5-story building with indications of the instrumented locations (geometry retrieved from [40], 
dimensions in cm): a floor plan view; b elevation
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Table 5 (where mean values are shown for the undamaged 
configuration C0).

The modal parameters of state C0 were used to apply the 
criteria for structure-type classification. Figure 14 shows the 
analyses performed for the first mode shape, and its contents 
are presented in the same way of Fig. 8, already discussed 
for the first case study. Among the two reference solutions 
(i.e., EJ and GA beams), the trends of the identified mode 
shape and the curves derived from the mode shape itself are 
more similar to the reference solution for the GA beam. In 
the same way, the values of NA1 and NA2 for the identified 
mode shape are closer to the reference NA values of the 
GA beam than they are with respect to the NA values for 
the EJ beam. The values of the indices NA1 and NA2 are 
provided in Table 6 for all identified modes. For the 2nd and 
3rd modes, the values of NA1 and NA2 are closer to the ref-
erence solutions for the GA beam than they are with respect 
to the solutions of the EJ beam: for the 2nd mode, a good 
match is found between the identified NA values and those 

of the GA beam, while for the 3rd mode, the values of NA1 
and NA2 are slightly higher than the reference solutions. The 
comparison between identified and analytical mode shapes 
was also performed graphically (Fig. 15), and this reveals 
that, similarly to the previous experimental case study, also 
for this second case study, it is more difficult to rely on the 
high-order mode shapes to perform the classification. As 
shown in Fig. 15, it seems to be difficult to associate the 
modal vector for the 2nd and 3rd modes to one model or to 
the other. The first mode, on the contrary, provides a much 
clearer indication, and from the observations of its mode 
shape and the related values of NA1 and NA2, it can be 
inferred that the structure has a behavior that is more similar 
to the GA beam model. This deduction is also confirmed by 
the ratios of the natural frequencies, which are provided in 
Table 7. As shown in the table, the frequency ratios of the 
5-story building match well with the ratios evaluated for the 
shear-deflecting cantilever beam.

After the executed structure-type classification, the case 
study was analyzed through the flexibility deflection-based 
method for damage detection that uses the interstory drifts 
as damage-sensitive features, as shown in Sect. 2. The modal 
flexibility matrices were assembled using the identified 

Table 5  Identified natural frequencies of the 5-story building in the 
different states

a Mean values of natural frequencies (for all considered baseline data)

State Natural frequency  fi [Hz] (% variation w.r.t. baseline 
state C0)

1st mode 2nd mode 3rd mode

C0a 1.57 5.89 10.80
C1 1.42 (− 9.6) 5.27 (− 10.5) 10.55 (− 2.3)
C2 1.27 (− 19.1) 4.99 (− 15.3) 8.13 (− 24.7)

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 14  Mode shape (a) and normalized areas (b, c) for the first mode of the 5-story building (results compared with the analytical models)

Table 6  Values of normalized areas for the 5-story building

Experimental case—5story building Reference values

Mode 1 2 3 EJ GA

NA1 0.55 0.60 0.76 0.39–0.45 0.64
NA2 0.40 0.47 0.66 0.25 0.50
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modal parameters, and, similarly to the previous case study, 
the normalization of the mode shapes for the flexibility esti-
mation was performed using a diagonal proportional mass 
matrix that was estimated using the information available 
about the structure. The deflections were then determined by 
applying inspection loads that are uniform loads with unitary 
values at all the floor levels.

The modal flexibility-based deflections and the interstory 
drifts of the 5-story building are shown in Figs. 16 and 17. 
In Fig. 16, the inspected state C1 is compared with the 
baseline state C0 (both states tested with 3%g RMS white 
noise excitation), while in Fig. 17, the configuration C2 is 
considered in the inspection phase and compared with the 
reference state C0 (both configurations tested with 3.5%g 
RMS white noise excitation). The trends of the experimen-
tally identified deflections and the related interstory drifts 
are in agreement with those of the corresponding quanti-
ties expected for a frame structure with a story stiffness that 
is substantially uniform along with the height and that is 
loaded by uniform loads. The values of the interstory drifts 
for the baseline structure tend to increase from the upper to 

the lower stories, as expected. Moreover, it can be observed 
in Figs. 16, 17 that the values of the displacements related 
to the inspected states are higher than the corresponding val-
ues related to the baseline state. This is evident in the com-
parison between states C0–C1 (Fig. 16), and it is even more 
evident in the comparison between states C0–C2 (Fig. 17). 
The observed increments in the values of the displacements 
indicate that structural modifications which can be associ-
ated with damage have occurred in the inspected states. This 
is also confirmed by the values of the natural frequencies for 
the different states (Table 5). All the frequencies related to 
the damaged states (C1 and C2) are lower than the frequen-
cies of the baseline state (C0), as expected. Moreover, the 
frequencies of configuration C2 are lower than the frequen-
cies of configuration C1. These two configurations were in 
fact tested one after the other, with configuration C2 that 
has been exposed to a higher number of and more severe 
earthquakes.

Figure 18 shows the results of the damage localization 
both for configurations C1 and C2: in Fig. 18a, the dam-
age-induced interstory drifts are provided (i.e., the differ-
ence between the interstory drift in the damaged state and 
the interstory drift in the baseline state), while Fig. 18b 
shows the values of the z-index based on interstory drift 
(Eq. 9). It is evident from Fig. 18b that, for both configu-
rations C1 and C2, the z-index overpasses the threshold 
at the 2nd story, which, according to the observations in 
[36, 39], is one of the stories that were affected by more 
damage. It is worth noting that the z-index takes into 
account both the variations in the interstory drifts and the 
statistical variability related to the baseline state, and in 
Fig. 18b, the values of the z-index at first story are below 

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 15  Mode shapes for the 5-story building and comparison with the analytical models: a 1st mode; b 2nd mode; c 3rd mode

Table 7  Ratios of the natural frequencies for the 5-story building and 
comparison with the analytical models

State C0 Natural frequency 
ratios

f2/f1 f3/f1

Experimental case—5 story building 3.75 6.87
Analytical model—EJ cantilever beam 6.32 17.54
Analytical model—GA cantilever beam 3 5
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the threshold similarly to the corresponding values related 
to the upper stories. A more careful examination of the 
results through the analysis of the damage-induced inter-
story drifts (Fig. 18a), however, reveals that the condition 
of the first story should not be considered as identical to 

that of the upper stories. In Fig. 18a, it is in fact evident 
that the damage-induced interstory drifts at the lower sto-
ries (i.e., first and second stories) tend to be higher than 
the damage-induced interstory drifts at the upper stories, 
and this is consistent with the actual damage that has been 

(a) (b)

Fig. 16  Modal flexibility-based deflections of the 5-story building (configurations C0–C1): a displacements; b interstory drifts

(a) (b)

Fig. 17  Modal flexibility-based deflections of the 5-story building (configurations C0–C2): a displacements; b interstory drifts
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observed on the structure during the experimental tests. 
The performed analyses revealed that, due to the charac-
teristics of the recorded signals in the baseline state, the 
lower DOFs’ components of the identified mode shapes are 
affected by more uncertainties. For the evaluation of the 
cross-correlation functions used in the NExT-ERA algo-
rithm, the reference channel was selected as the channel 
located at the top floor level of the structure, according 
to the indications provided in [41], and this could also 
have an influence on the outcomes of the modal identifica-
tion process. Uncertainties on the mode shapes are in turn 
reflected in the modal flexibility-based interstory drifts. As 
shown in Figs. 16b and 17b, the variability on the drifts for 
the baseline state is more pronounced especially at the first 
story, and this could be one of the main reasons for which 
the damage at first story of the selected case study tends to 
be identifiable only using the damage-induced interstory 
drifts (Fig. 18a) and not using the z-index (Fig. 18b). This 
result obtained for the selected case study suggests that 
when an alert is provided by the algorithm (such as the 
case of the z-index overpassing the threshold at the second 
story in Fig. 18b), it is generally always useful to check 
the results related to the intermediate steps of the damage 
detection process, to have more insight into the character-
istics of the observed damaged condition.

The method based on the evaluation of the variations in 
the interstory drifts described in Sect. 2 is applied herein 

only for damage detection and localization purposes, and not 
for damage quantification purposes (similarly to the method 
based on the flexibility deflection-based curvature applied 
for the first case study). Despite this, referring to Fig. 18, 
it is interesting to note that the quantities obtained at the 
damaged stories for configuration C2 (both the z-index and 
the damage-induced interstory drift) tend to be higher than 
the corresponding quantities related to configuration C1. 
This is clearly correlated with the fact that, as explained in 
[36, 39], configuration C2 has been exposed to more severe 
earthquakes and has been affected by more severe damage.

5  Conclusions

The present study has addressed the problem of classify-
ing the typology of building structures using vibration data 
only and in the framework of the flexibility deflection-based 
methods for damage detection and localization. The clas-
sification is, in fact, a crucial operation to be performed 
for selecting the most appropriate algorithms and damage-
sensitive features. The objective of the study was also to 
test the applicability of the considered methods on full-
scale reinforced concrete structures that have experienced 
earthquake-induced damage. First, a summary of the con-
sidered methods for damage detection in building structures 
was presented. Then, different criteria were presented for 

(a) (b)

Fig. 18  Damage detection and localization for the 5-story building: a damage-induced interstory drift; b z-index based on interstory drifts 
(where the dashed line represents the threshold value)
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structure-type classification using two proposed indices, 
NA1 and NA2, evaluated for each experimentally derived 
mode shape of the structure. The proposed criteria have been 
derived using the theory of continuous cantilever beam mod-
els (i.e., bending-moment-deflecting beam and shear-deflect-
ing beam) and are thought to be complementary to the more 
traditional approach based on the estimation of the ratios 
of identified natural frequencies. The values provided by 
the proposed indices NA1 and NA2 depend on the shape of 
the modal vectors, and, for each of the considered reference 
models, these values are constant (or at least very similar) 
for all the different modes. In the index NA1, the modulus of 
each mode shape component is used, while the index NA2 
adopts the squared value of each component. A parametric 
analysis was also performed to simulate the discretization 
that the mode shapes can have when are identified from real 
experimental tests and to study the behavior of the proposed 
indices in different scenarios with mode shapes defined by 
an increasing number of points. The analysis has shown that 
the indices for the low-order modes converge more rapidly to 
the reference values than the indices related to the high-order 
modes. Moreover, different results for the two proposed indi-
ces NA1 and NA2 were obtained in the parametric analysis, 
suggesting that, from the theoretical point of view, the index 
NA2 might be more effective than the index NA1, especially 
when considering the high-order modes.

The criteria for structure-type classification and the dam-
age detection methods have been applied using the vibration 
data of two reinforced concrete building structures tested 
on the University of California, San Diego-Network for 
Earthquake Engineering Simulation (UCSD-NEES) large 
outdoor unidirectional shake table. For these experimental 
case studies, the proposed criteria and indices NA1 and NA2 
have proven effective for classifying the structural typology, 
especially using the first mode shape. This resulted in clas-
sification outcomes that agreed with those derived from the 
analysis of the natural frequency ratios. Through the classi-
fication criteria and the data analysis, it was possible to show 
that the first case study (i.e., 7-story building slice) can be 
modeled as a bending-moment-deflecting cantilever beam. 
For this case study, the flexibility deflection-based curvature 
was thus considered as the damage-sensitive feature. On the 
contrary, the analyses revealed that the 5-story building has 
a behavior more similar to that of a shear-deflecting canti-
lever beam model. For this second case study, the damage 
localization was thus performed by analyzing the interstory 
drifts computed from the deflections. Overall, the damage 
detection analyses have demonstrated the applicability of the 
considered vibration-based methods to full-scale structures 
that have experienced earthquake-induced damage, provid-
ing localization results consistent with the positions of the 
actual damage observed in the structures during the experi-
mental tests.
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